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1. This Complaint is brought before the Federal Election Commission ("FEC") 

seeking an immediate investigation and enforcement action against Thomas H. Patrick for direct 

and serious violations of the Federal Elections Campaign Act ("FECA"). 

, Respondgpt 

2. Thomas H. Patrick's last known mailing addresses are 1954 First Street, Suite 

265, Highland Park, IL 60035, and 1313 175th Street, Homewood, IL 60430. 

Facmal Allegations 

3. On or about August 27, 2012, Respondent Thomas H. Patrick made an unsolicited 
1 

mass-mailing to registered voters of Hubbard, Illinois. This mailing included a cover letter, a 

several-page memorandum written by Respondent, a series of printed exhibits, and a DVD copy 

of the movie Dreams From My Real Father. (See Exhibit 1, attached.) 

4. According to Respondent's signed cover letter, he was "sending this package to 

every registered voter in zip code 44425," which he then stated constituted a total of "10,145 

registered voters." (See Exhibit 1, attached.) 

5. Respondent's letter further states that "the material enclosed with this letter was 

sent to all Buckeye Scholars in an effort to seek their support for conservative, free market 

candidates this November." The letter does not state how many people were included in that 

mass-mailing, nor does it address the ethics of Respondent mailing of election advocacy 

materials to a nonprofit charity's mailing list. (See Exhibit I, attached.) 



6. Respondent's cover letter expressly advocates against the re-election of Barack 

Obama, including such passages as the following: 

I ask that each of you review the enclosed material and at least consider the very likely 

possibility that Obama views the United States as the rogue nation in the world which 

must be cut down to size. It is an indisputable fact that during Obama's regime America's 

power around the world and wealth at home have declined precipitously. I submit that 

this is no accident. I ask that you at least consider the possibility that Obama is not 

getting results opposite of what he intends, but rather intends the results he is getting. 

(See Exhibit 1, attached.) 

7. Respondent's memorandum fills several pages with arguments against the 

^ re-election of Barack Obama. (See Exhibit 1, attached.) 

8. Under its Table of Contents, Respondent's Conclusion is summarized by saying it 

"calls for committed action to defeat Obama." (See Exhibit 1, attached.) 

9. Under the section titled "Buckeye Scholarship Program," Respondent writes that 

Obama's policies "demonstrate his utter contempt for people like us, the vast majority of 

Americans." (See Exhibit 1, attached.) 

10. Under the section titled "Obama's Foreign Policy," Respondent poses the 

rhetorical question "Precisely who does Obama work for, the American people or the Russians?" 

(See Exhibit 1, attached.) 

11. The title of the penultimate section of Respondent's memorandum is "Obama's 

Hidden, Malevolent Agenda." Therein, Respondent claims that Obama "is aggressively seeking 

the destruction of American power and wealth." (See Exhibit 1, attached.) 



12. The DVD included with Respondent's package was of the film Dreams From My 

Real Father, a mockumentary treatment of Barack Obaitia's life, wherein Obama is reimagined 

to have been, among other bizarre claims, illegitimately fathered by a man other than Obama Sr., 

raised in a CIA household, and secretly financed during his law school years by the family of 

Bill Ayers. The film's creator had previously produced similar fictional mockumentaries about 

the lives of Elvis Presley (depicting Elvis as still being alive) and Paul McCartney (depicting 

I McCartney as having died in 1966), both of which, as with the Obama film, featured first-person 

^ narration by a celebrity impersonator pretending to reveal the "true" history of the film's subject, 

4 
and were originally marketed as "documentaries." (See Exhibits 2 and 3, attached.) 

13. Despite being an almost wholly fictional account of Obama's biography, 
I 

Respondent nonetheless falsely claims in his memorandum that the film "Deals in excruciating 

detail with Obama's background and agenda." (See Exhibit 1, attached.) 

14. The content of the film was heavily laden with invented fictions and wild 

conspiracy theories. Among the film's inventions were: 

a. That President Obama's grandfather, Stanley Dunham, was secretly a CIA 

agent assigned to Hawaii to spy on Frank Marshall Davis; 

b. That Frank Marshall Davis took nude photographs of President Obama's 

mother, Ann Dunham, which he then published in men's magazines 

c. That Frank Marshall Davis and Ann Dunham had a sexual relationship, 
I 

which resulted in the conception of future-President Barack Obama; 

d. That Stanley Dunham bribed Barack Obama Senior to pretend to be the 

father of his daughter's illegitimate child; 



e. That President Obama learned that Davis was his biological father at age 

12, and was subsequently raised by Davis who taught him Marxism; 

f. That Obama's Harvard Law School education was the result of the advice 

and assistance of former Weatherman Bill Ayers and the Ayers family; and 

g. That Obama's 1995 memoir. Dreams From My Father, was ghostwritten 

by Bill Ayers. 

(See Exhibits 2 and 4, attached.) 

15. Many of these allegations are not merely fanciful, but are contradicted by 

historical evidence. For instance, the photographs that Respondents' film and website claimed 
I 

were taken by Davis of Ann Dunham actually began appearing in published magazines in 1958, 

when Ann Dunham was still 15 years old and living in Washington state. The Dunham family 

First moved to Hawaii, where Davis lived, in the summer of 1960. (See Exhibit 4, attached.) 

16. The purpose'of the film and the manufactured claims made therein served to 

attack the character and credibility of then-candidate Barack Obama, through the use of false and 

maliciously-intended misinformation, and to thus advocate for his defeat in that election. 

Several of the claims made in the film border on being defamatory. (See Exhibit 2, attached.) 

17. The 95-minute DVD was and is sold for $14.95 through various websites, in 

particular the film's marketing website, ObamasRealFather.com. (See Exhibit 5, attached.) 
! 

18. Respondent's unsolicited mass-mailing to over 10,145 recipients, wherein the cost 

of each package was approximately $14.95 plus shipping, suggests that Respondent's mailing to 

Hubbard registered voters can be estimated to have cost in excess of $ 150,000.-



19. On July 20, 2016, Complainant conducted searches of the FEC's online database 

of 2012 independent expenditures, located at.v\^vw.rec.^oy/clata/rn(lepehdenLltxpeiiditxrrt;:d 

20. Complainant searched for any notices filed under the names "Thomas Patrick" or 

"Buckeye Foundation." 

21. No notices of independent expenditures could be found for either of these names. 

22. If Respondent received money from any outside donors to finance his 

independent expenditures, he has not disclosed the amount of those receipts or identified the 

persons making those contributions, as required. 

Count I. 

23. The FECA and FEC regulations require that a person or corporation making 

independent expenditures in an aggregate amount of more than $250.00 during a calendar year 

shall file a statement containing certain information as required under 2 U.S.C. § 434 (b). Such 

statements shall identify any persons who contributed more than $200.00 to the reporting person 

for the purpose of furthering an independent expenditure, shall include the amounts and 

recipients of all independent expenditures, and shall be accompanied by a certification of 

independence. 2 U.S.C. § 434(c). 

24. The independent expenditures made by Thomas H. Patrick, and/or his undisclosed 

funders in his unsolicited mailings far exceeded the $250.00 tlueshold, and thus obligated them 

to file notices of such independent expenditures with the FEC. 

25. By failing to file the required reports for the independent expenditure of the 

unsolicited mailings on or about August 27,2012, Thomas H. Patrick violated 2 U.S.C. § 434(c). 



Count II 

26. The FECA and PEG regulations require that an independent expenditure contain a 

disclaimer that clearly states the name and permanent street address, telephone number, or World 

Wide Web address of the person who paid for the communication, and states that the 

communication is not authorized by any candidate or candidate's committee. 2 U.S.C. § 

441d(a)(3); 11 C.F.R. § 110.11(a)(3). 

27. By failing to disclose the required information on the independent expenditures of 

of the unsolicited mailings on or about August 27, 2012, Thomas H. Patrick violated 2 U.S.C. § 
I 

441d(a)(3)and 11 C.F.R. § 110.11(a)(3). 

Conclusion 

WHEREFORE, Complainant requests that the FEC conduct an investigation into these 

allegations, declare the respondent(s) to have violated the FECA and applicable FEC regulations, 

impose sanctions appropriate to these violations and take such action as may be appropriate, 

including, if necessary, referring this case to the Department of Justice for criminal prosecution. 

Loren Collins 
P.O. Box 191022 
Atlanta, GA31119 



Verification 

The individual below hereby verifies that the statements made in the attached Complaint 
are, upon information and belief, true. 

6. 4-^ 
Loren Collins 

Sworn to and siibscri bed before me this is j5S!^day , 2016, 

Notary Pub.l 

JERRICA GRIFFIN 
NOTARY PUBUC 

Fulton County 
State of GSbrgia 

My Comm. Expires Aug. 27,2019 
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Paul McCartney Really Is Not Dead - CSI 

SUBSCRIBE NOW 

Email : 

Paul McCartney was twenty years old when the Beatles came to fame, and only twenty-four when, as legend has 

it, he was killed in a car accident in 1966 and repiaced with a iookaiike. Now, nearly fifty years later, if today's 

McCartney is not the same man as the Beatie who recorded Help! and A Hard Day's Night, he would still have 

used that name twice as iong as the man born with it. And he would have had a musical career twelve times as 

long. 

Perhaps this iegacy is what has contributed to the steady decline of belief in the classic Paul Is Dead (PID) 

conspiracy theory. According to a 2013 survey by PPP, only 5 percent of respondents believe Paul McCartney died 

in 1966, a figure that barely surpasses the 4 percent of respondents who believe lizard people run the world. 

Popular conspiracy theories never completely disappear, but PIDers are as rare a breed of conspiracist as they 

come. 

Tapes of "The Last Testament of George Harrison," which supposedly support the theory that Paul McCartney died 

in 1966. 

This makes the 2010 film Paul McCartney Really Is Dead: The Last Testament of George Harrison a curious 

outlier. The ninety-five-minute, direct-to-DVD "documentary," produced by a company whose previous output 

hlip.7/www.csicop.org/sb/show/paul_niccarlncy_re:illy_is_nol_dcad#rooti:r 1/6 
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included several Bob Dylan retrospectives and a couple of neocon political documentaries, proffered what it 

claimed was new and explosive evidence in support of the PID rumors. As the back of the DVD case explained: 

In the summer of 2005. a package arrived at the Hollywood offices of Highway 61 Entertainment from London 

with no return address. Inside were two mini-cassette audio tapes dated December 30,1999 and labeled The 

Last Testament of George Harrison. A voice identical to Harrison tells a shocking story... 

Until now. the "Paul is Dead" mystery that exploded worldwide in 1969 was considered a hoax...Highway 61 

Entertainment has corroborated most of George Harrison's stunning account of the conspiracy to hide 

McCartney's tragic death. Harrison's complete audio tapes narrate this film that includes all the newly 

unearthed evidence. The Last Testament of George Harrison may prove to be the most important document of 

rock and roll history, leaving little doubt that PAUL McCARTNEY REALLY IS DEAD! 

9 

The same text also appeared on the film's website, PaulReallylsDead.com, along with high-resolution pictures of 

the envelope, mini-cassette recorder, and tapes. The film itself opens with the director, Joel Gilbert, telling the 

same story of how he received these tapes, and the years he spent studying them before making the movie. 
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DVD sleeve of the direct-to-DVD "documentary" Paul McCartney Really Is Dead: The Last Testament of George 

Harrison. 

Gilbert also gave several interviews about the film, mostly to music websites. Over and over he told the backstory 

of the tapes, why he believed they were authentic, and why he thought the conspiracy story was compelling. He 

told ClassicBands.com that he'd taken the tapes to three different labs for analysis, and that they authenticated the 

voice as the real George Harrison. When DIY Magazine noted that the narrator didn't sound at all like Harrison, 

Gilbert insisted that his interviewer was wrongly comparing the voice to the young Harrison, rather than Harrison 

as he sounded in the late 1990s. He told InDlgestthat he hoped 20/20 or 60 /W/nufes would do a more in-depth 

hllp://www.c.sicop.org/sb/show/p!iul_mccartiicy_n:allyJ.s_not_dead#foolcr 2/6 
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investigation of the material he'd presented in the film. And in a 2011 interview, several months after the film's 

release, Gilbert claimed that he was legally protected in claiming that his film featured George Harrison's voice 

because "the film is both journalism and a documentary." 

That, however, was all in 2010 and 2011. A visitor to PaulReallylsDead.com today will get a far different 

impression of the film, as the site now prominently states: "The 'Paul is Dead' urban legend that exploded 

worldwide in 1969 was considered a hoax. In this mockumentary spoof of "Paul-ls-Dead," a voice on mysterious 

tapes reveals a secret Beatles history, chronicling McCartney's fatal accident...." 

The Highway 61 Entertainment website now lists the film under "Spoofs/Mockumentaries," a ,category that the site 

didn't have until 2012; before that, the production company simply called it a documentary. The film's IMDb page 

similarly labeled it a documentary In 2010; today it is labeled "fantasy." Reviewers in 2010 certainly saw it as a 

documentary, even when they didn't think it was a very good one. One critic called it "one of the worst things ever 

put out using the Beatles name," and another summed it up as being "so f*cking stupid." 

It's hard to blame them, because the film might as well be a video demonstration of Poe's Law and the 

impossibility of distinguishing between sincere extreme beliefs and parodies of the same. As the film presents it, 

the real Paul McCartney died in an automobile collision in 1966, and an MI-5 agent named "Maxwell" orchestrated 

an effort to replace him with a doppelganger, one William Campbell, who underwent plastic surgery to look more 

like Paul. 

After this initial backstory, the bulk of the film is devoted to laying out the "evidence" for McCartney's death and 

replacement, much if not all of it borrowed directly from existing PID claims. The film's contention is that the 

surviving Beatles grew tired of the deception imposed upon them and sought to reveal the fraud through hints in 

their work. The film then spends most of the next hour of its running time detailing these supposed clues. But the 

resulting attention given to double meanings in lyrics and hidden messages on album covers doesn't make for an 

entertaining satire; it makes for a boring catalogue of scattered conspiracist Ideas. 

In short, if an actual PID conspiracy theorist made a documentary film, it would look almost exactly like this, minus 

the claim that the narration is actually George Harrison's voice. 

The times the film departs from PID lore also don't do much to cement it as a spoof of those beliefs, so much as a 

poorly researched conspiracy film. As reviewers pointed out, the film makes multiple errors in dates, citing "clues" 

about Paul's death in lyrics and pictures that were actually produced before his supposed 1966 crash. Gilbert 

claims McCartney's second wife Heather Mills was a witness to the 1966 crash, even though Mills wasn't born until 

1968. 

He told DIY Magazine that "Dick Clark's American Bandstand held a Paul McCartney look-alike contest in late 

1966. This is a fact. However, no winner was ever announced, and we know for a fact that William Campbell had 

entered." Literally none of those "facts" are true; Campbell was made up by a Michigan Oa//y writer in 1969, who 

invented many of the PID claims. Perhaps most interestingly, the film offers up at least one bit of "evidence" that 

Gilbert seems to have faked himself. In its closing minutes, during a montage, the film shows footage of George 

Harrison being interviewed on Australia's The Midday Show, where he twice refers to "Paul," the PID term for 

False-Paul. But the original interview footage doesn't feature this mistake; in the 1988 interview, Harrison clearly 
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says "Paul" every time. Gilbert actually used altered audio of the Harrison interview to fool his audience, and then 

dropped the manipulated footage into a clip montage. Nothing about the clip itself tips its hand that it's supposed to 

be satirical instead of sincerely conspiratorial; only by finding and comparing the original footage does one 

discover that it's been manipulated. 

i The envelope in which Joel Gilbert supposedly received "The Last Testament of George Harrison" tapes. 

I Paul McCartney Really Is Dead wasr't Gilbert's final foray into celebrity conspiracy theories. In some 2011 

' interviews, Gilbert called his McCartney film a "Rock-U-Mystery" and said he had another such film in the works. 

Eventually released in January 2012, Elvis Found Alive had Gilbert claiming that he'd uncovered FOIA 

documentation that led him to a still-living Elvis Presley, who granted him an interview, supplied the narration for 

Gilbert's new film, and recorded a new album that Gilbert then released. The film itself is even more absurd than 

the McCartney movie, since everything about Presley's "life" after 1977 had to be completely fabricated. 

Occasionally the author's own voice peeks through, as when "Elvis" shares some unexpectedly strong opinions 

about Barack Obama and his supposed socialist agenda. 

Nonetheless, just like the Paul film, Elvis Found Alive was marketed as a documentary. And just as the Paul 

website was edited, a similar change was made to ElvisFoundAlive.com. Where the site once read "ELVIS has 

been FOUND, ALIVE!", today it starts "In this new mockumentary spoof of Elvis theories, Elvis has been FOUND 

ALIVE!" 

Even though the films were released some sixteen months apart, their websites were edited and altered at roughly 

the same time. According to the Internet Archive's Wayback Machine, PaulReallylsDead.com redesignated its film 

to be a "mockumentary spoof" sometime between March 6 and May 2, 2012, and ElvisFoundAllve.com was edited 

between April 15 and June 20, 2012. 

That period of time was not insignificant for Gilbert, because in April 2012 he began publicizing his next 

"documentary," a purported expose of Barack Obama's Communist roots titled Dreams From My Real Father, by 

launching a website and doing early promotional interviews. On the surface. Dreams has every indication of being 

in exactly the same vein as Gilbert's McCartney and Elvis films. It purports to be a documentary expose of a 

famous individual's life, pushing an alternate historical narrative of conspiracies and cover-ups, assembled from 

archival footage without any original interviews, and tied together with a voiceover narration by a celebrity 

impersonator. The difference is that, both in 2012 and today, Gilbert insists that Dreams is totally serious. He even 

mailed copies of it to millions of voters in swing states just before the 2012 election. 
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But as hard as it would be to sell the public on a "documentary" about Obama's secret Communist past, it would 

be even harder when the studio's last two celebrity-centric films were laughable nonsense packaged as 

"documentary" features. So just as the publicity for Dreams From My Real Father began, the McCartney and Elvis 

films were retroactively designated to be "spoofs." 

The satirical conspiracy documentary isn't unheard of, but it's not common. The 2002 French mockumentary Dark 

Side of the Moon pretended that the Apollo 11 moon landing was a Stanley Kubrick-directed fake orchestrated by 

the CIA and featured creatively edited interview clips and fake witnesses played by actors as part of its feint. 

Sociology students shown the movie as part of a conspiracy theory study confused it for a serious film. Incident at 

Loch Ness, a 2004 mockumentary by Werner Herzog and Zak Penn, purported to show an encounter with the 

Loch Ness monster in behind-the-scenes footage of a Herzog film, but the entire movie is actually a nested film-

within-a-film-within-a-film, with all the stars playing themselves. Both of these films, however, succeed as 

entertainment in their own right; an ignorant view might confuse Dark Side of the Moon with an actual conspiracy 

film, but there's no mistaking the intention of its creators. 

But where those succeed, Paul McCartney Really Is Dead still fails. Not only because it's mostly a bland recitation 

of supposed conspiratorial clues, but because it doesn't seem to serve any purpose other than to promote the Paul 

Is Dead conspiracy theory. It's difficult to view Paulas a satire of conspiracy theories, when it is basically just a 

straightforward presentation of those conspiracy theories. It's not persuasive enough to be compeiling and not 

outrageous enough to be entertaining. 

So is this a case of a confiicted conspiracy theorist, an eiaborate exercise in performance art, or an exercise of the 

crassest sort of commercialism? Is Gilbert part of the 5 percent who still cling to the Paul Is Dead conspiracy, or 

did he just pretend to adopt its beliefs for the sake of selling DVDs? Was the film rebranded as a "spoof" to be 

more honest, or was that simply Gilbert putting distance between his silly Rock-U-Mystery films and the new 

conspiracy fiim that he hoped would turn the 2012 election? 

Whatever the motivation, the film does succeed in doing one thing: its faiiure demonstrates that even if the Paul Is 

Dead conspiracy theory isn't pushing up daisies itseif, it's certainiy on life support. Even a flashy DVD can't make it 

seem credible to modern audiences. So whereas most celebrity death conspiracy theories, be they JFK or Tupac 

or Princess Diana, begin with an actual death and live on as part of the person's legacy, Paul McCartney may 

actually accomplish the novel feat of outliving his own celebrity death conspiracy theory. 
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Fever Dreams From My Real Father #1: The Nude Photos 
Debunked 

At the center of Gilbert's theory that Frank Marshall Davis is Obama's father is a series of nude and fetish 

photographs. They were the focus of his second oromolional video for the DVD. They're featured prominently on 

his website, and he consistently references them in radio interviews. Radio host Peter Boyles has called them the 

"Rosetta Stone" that will unlock Obama's secret past, and Alex Jones declared "It's her in these photos." 

The "her" to which Jones refers is Obama's mother Ann Dunham, who Gilbert claims is the woman depicted in 

these photos. Three of the photos were originally posted on the website of The Astute Blooaers in October 2008, 

where it was claimed that they had been forwarded by a reader. Even though one photo plainly bore a watermark 

^ of "free-vintage-porn.com", some people were convinced that the photos were of Ann Dunham. Over time, the 

0 claim evolved so that it was Frank Marshall Davis who was said to have taken the photos as well (perhaps an 

^ unsurprising development, as The Astute Bloggers website was also responsible for starting the rumor that Frank 

was Obama's father). 

I 

Here's what the narrator of Dreams From My Real Father Jnas to say on the matter: 

"At some point, she agreed to pose. These photos were taken a few weeks before Christmas 1960, when Mom 

was about five weeks pregnant with me. There's no mistaking: this is MY mama." 

Gilbert has further elaborated on the photos outside the film itself. In his website Q&A: 

I also obtained seven indecent photos of Ann Dunham, Obama's mother, taken at Frank Marshall Davis' house, 

suggesting an intimate connection between Dunham and Davis... 

What new revelations are in Dreams from My Real Father? 

First, i make the case that Barack Obama's real father was Communist Frank Marshall Davis. Next, the 

relationship between Davis and Obama's mother, Ann Dunham, is illustrated with seven indecent photographs 

of Dunham, some including other women, taken at Frank Marshall Davis' house in Honolulu. 

Racy photos of Barack Obama's mother, Ann Dunham, have recently surfaced In vintage fetish and bondage 

magazines. The photos, taken at Frank Marshall Davis' house In Honolulu, appeared in Bizarre Life, Exotique, 

Secret Pleasures, and Battling Babes. 
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I But if you look at the many, many photos of Ann Dunham and the naked girl in the pictures -- especially you can 

see her teeth; she has some recessed teeth on the left side -- it's very obviously Ann Dunham. 

Most people didn't take the photo claim very seriously, because the woman in the pictures doesn't really look all 

that much like Ann Dunham. Sure, she bears a passing resemblance, in the same sense that as a bespectacled 

young white guy, I bear a passing resemblance to Daniel Radcliffe. Frankly, the woman in the photos looks a lot 

more like Joan Collins than Ann Dunham. 

Since their original appearance in 2008, some have attempted to debunk the photos by identifying the model. This 

has proven fruitless, and unsurprisingly so; many mid-century nude and fetish models were nameless faces, 

anonymous to the world at large. 

IV;jiii-lii-,'! Kiilv.-r i 
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To his credit, Gilbert did somehow locate additional photos of the mystery woman he claims is Ann. And as noted 

above, he named several magazines where he claims they appeared. Both on his website and in Dreams, he 

shows the covers of six specific issues, and the website (on the right) flatiy states "Frank Marshall Davis' photos of 

Ann Dunham appear in these viritage men's magazines." The magazines Gilbert shows are: 

Exotique #2 

Exotique #4 

Exotique #6 

Exotique #14 

Secret Pleasures 

Battling Babes 

Bizarre Life #9 

The last three magazines were published in 1958,1957, and 1969, respectively. Exotique was published between 

1955 and 1959. 

Curiously, though, the pictures Gilbert shows appear in NONE of the issues he identifies. I consulted with the 

owner of a fansite for these magazines, who checked and confirmed that Gilbert's photos are nowhere to be seen 

in these issues. I personally reviewed copies of Exotique #14. Battling Babes and Seer'ei Pleasures, and they -
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included NO pictures of the mystery model. 

What Secret Pleasures DID feature, on page 26. was this photo: 

Who is the woman? I have no idea. But look at the chair she's seated on. At the pillow in the chair. At the window 

behind her. At the record player to her right, and the records peeking out below her leg. At the cabinet behind her. 

and at the floor beneath her. Look familiar? 

Dream» From fely .leal raUifi: ItMkKmAieMnObi 

That's right, it's the exact same setting as the 'Ann' photos. Published in a 1958 men's magazine. And it's not the 

only one. From gxo//Que//25. pages 7 and 40. respectively: 
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8 Again, does that setting look familiar? Same couch, same floor, same picture on the wail, even the same random 

pillow arrangement on top of the couch as seen in other photos in Gilbert's videos. The woman is even wearing 

the same spiked-baii earrings as Gilbert's 'Ann'. Who is she? I don't know, but she ibb:ks-an .awful lot like'the 

woman who, appears with Gilbert's 'Ann' in several photos in his movie. 

Now granted, these photos alone don't prove that the mystery modeleouldnH. be Ann. Perhaps Davis took these in 

1958, and he didn't change the arrangement of his room for two years. That's odd, and hardly the most compelling 

explanation, but it's not impossible. (Even though Gilbert himself would likely concede that these are from the 

same photoshoot.) 

Unfortunately for Gilbert, that's not all. Further up this post, there's a screenshot of Gilbert's own website, with a 

video still that shows the woman he claims is 'Ann' sitting on a couch, pulling a black opera glove onto her left arm. 

That image appears in Gilbert's Dreams and in his promotional videos as well, but he's never released a full-size 

copy of that photo. 

I found one, however: 
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This picture appeared in Exotique #23, on page 22. In 1958. When Ann Dunham was only 15 years old. Two years 

before Ann Dunham even moved to Hawaii. 

It can also be found reprinted in volume 2 of the 3-volume Exotioue hardcover collection. 

We may never know who the mystery model is. But the Dunham family didnt move to Hawaii until the summer of 

1960. Unless Ann Dunham had access to a time machine in the 1960s, it simpiv cannot be her. 

Moreover, Joel Gilbert knows this. He found that opera glove photo; it was not circulating the web as an 'Ann' 

photo prior to his videos. He knows it came from Exotique, a magazine that ceased publication in 1959. From 

WND: "Gilbert found that several of the photos in the collection appeared in a magazine called Exotique, published 

by pin-up photographer Leonard Burlman, who worked in New York City." 

Thus he knows this picture was published two years before Ann first stepped foot in Hawaii, years before she 

could have met Frank Marshall Davis. And yet he explicitly claims, multiple times, that the photo was TAKEN at 

Christmastime 1960. This is not a lie of ignorance or mistake; it is a lie of pure, fully-informed malice. 

And that's the BEST-case scenario for Gilbert. Gilbert knows that Ann was born in 1942, and he knows he found 

these pictures in 1958 magazines. If Gilbert truly believes that these ARE somehow pictures of a 15-year-old Ann, 

then he's been distributing hundreds of thousands of DVDs featuring nude and erotic pictures of someone he 

believes to be an underage girl. 

Perhaps unsurprisingly, Gilbert has thus far refused to disclose the actual sources of the erotic photos he put in his 

videos. He identified six issues, none of which checked out, and five of which contradict his 1960 date anyway. As 

shown above, to disclose the true issues would be to destroy his own claim that the photos are of Ann, and to let 

his audience know that he's lying to them. And so he refuses to cite his sources, even when they're just magazine 

issue numbers. 

So there you have it. The people who've said 'Frank Davis took naked pictures of Stanley Ann Dunham in 

December of I960' are provably wrong. The woman they claim Is Ann was having her photographs from this very 
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Shoot published at least as early as 1958. When Ann was a 15-year-old in Washington, years before she ever 

stepped foot on Hawaii or could have conceivably even met Frank Marshall Davis. Joel Gilbert has unnecessarily 

obscured the actual publication dates of the pictures he found, because he knows those simple facts will prove to 

everyone that he's lying about them being taken in 1960, and lying about Frank Marshall Davis taking them of Ann, 

and lying about them being evidence of an intimate relationship between Frank and Ann. 

As I wrote in my first post in this series, "I can't promise that 111 convince everyone that Joel Gilbert is a charlatan 

and his film is a joke, but I think by this time next week, anyone who continues to trust Gilbert has some 

depressingly low standards for what they'll believe." I'm sure some people will still prefer to believe in him and his 

photos, and nothing will convince them otherwise. To them, I can only say this: just as Joel Gilbert has known for 

months, you now know that his photos were being published in 1958. Possibly even earlier. So if you still want to 

believe that the woman in those photos is Ann Dunham, that means you also have to believe that the woman in 

I those photos is no more than 15 years old. Keep that in mind as you talk about them, and post them online, and 

Z save them on your computer. I know you're not doing anything illegal or morally disgusting (because it's not Ann), 

4 but what are you telling yourselves? 
« 

Finally, even though I've reached #1 in this series and I think I've solidly proven my case, I had two more research 

developments on Monday that I'll be typing up in the next few days. So be sure to keep an eye out for those to 

come. 
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